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OVERVIEW

This talk will present a new paradigm for controlling distributed energy resources on the basis of direct phasor measurements on the distribution circuit. Phasor-Based Control (PBC) is presently being developed at UC Berkeley with DOE ENERGISE funding (DE-EE 0008008). In PBC, resources adjust real and reactive power injections to maintain a target voltage phasor difference (magnitude V and angle δ) between a pair of locations. We propose a hierarchical architecture, where one or more layers of supervisory control compute phasor targets at specific nodes, and local controllers drive resources to track phasor targets. This allows us to explicitly prioritize local network constraints over economics and separates the tasks of disturbance rejection (faster) and optimization (slower), regardless of solar penetration level. The presentation will discuss the rationale for PBC along with early simulations, hardware-in-the-loop testing, and challenges.
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